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Session Report: 
 
After a few minutes of opening worship, we heard from Alison McConnell-Imbriotis, one of 
the trustees of the Australian Friends Fellowship of Healing Charitable Trust (AFFHCT). 
Alison reported that the lease on the Home of Healing in Hobart had been extended to the 
same refugee family over the past year, enabling them to find healing and make some 
recovery from the trauma they have experienced. She updated us on the near finalisation of 
forming the charitable incorporated company, limited by guarantee to hold the AFFHCT. 
This enables the trust property and investments to be held by the company rather than held 
by individual trustees. There will also  be the capacity for the company to hold more than 
one trust. Therefore, future donations to the AFFH can go into a separate trust and 
potentially cover traveling costs for individual Friends to travel; to receive healing and 
restoration; or provide funds for other costs of running the AFFH. 

 
To bring the number of Trustees to three, as legally required, we agree to nominate John 
Dundas as     the third Trustee, joining Alison McConnell-Imbriotis and Jackie Perkins. We 
nominate the terms of service to be for 12 months, at which time a review of the 
requirements of the Trust Company will be made. 

 
Maggi Storr from TRM and Julie Ellerton from VRM, spoke to their regional reports. Elspeth 
Hull from NSWRM briefly summarised the regional reports from Kyogle Worshipping Group, 
Adelaide Meeting for Healing, and the Blue Mountains Meeting for Healing. 

 
We briefly revisited the idea of an in-person healing gathering at Silver Wattle, having had 
to cancel our plans in March this year due to Covid. This was to be followed by an 
Aboriginal Healing Ceremony weekend, which was also cancelled. Around 12 people had 
previously expressed interest in attending. At this time, we are inclined to put the plans 
aside and trust that when a Friend is led to convene such a gathering, we will work towards 
it then. It is anticipated that another Aboriginal Healing Ceremony weekend will be 
planned for 2023. 

 
 
Our session closed with a meeting for healing in the manner of Friends. 
 
Elspeth Hull, Convener 

 

 


